
PM SHREE KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA NOIDA SECTOR-24

SUMMER VACATION HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2024-25)

Class:-V

SUBJECT – ENGLISH

*Read lesson -1,2,3 and 4 with correct pronunciation and pauses .

*Read English Newspaper daily with understanding of meaning and paste / write any 5
main news in bold letters with date in a separate covered HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
NOTEBOOK.

*DO 20 pages handwriting in neat and legible handwriting from your textbook in your
covered HOLIDAY HOMEWORK NOTEBOOK

*Learn poem I and III properly with actions and expressions.

*Learn all the work done in your N.BOOK .

*Read any 5 stories from Story Book , learn any one short moral story which you like
and draw the character you like most .

*Make a pocket dictionary of a standard size and write the meaning of any 20 new
words from any Story Book / Magazine / Newspaper .

*Make useful things / DIY toy from any waste material.

*Choose 10 adjective and 10 verbs from chapter 1,2,3 and 4.

SUBJECT:HINDI

*20 पेज सलेुख �लख� l

*रोज क� दो खबर� अखबार म� से काटकर ��ैपबकु म� �चपकाए ऊपर तार�ख ज�र डाल� l

*कोई 10कहा�नयां पढेऔर उसे �ा�त �श�ा को ��ैपबकु म� �लख� l

*कोई पांच अनाज ��ैपबकु म� �चपकाएंl

*बगंाल� �खचड़ी कैसे बनती है परू� �व�ध स�हत �लख� पेज 18 19 से मदद ले ल� l

*परुाने सामान को �योग करते हुए कोई एक �खलौना बनाएं l

*कॉपी म� �कया गया सारा काय� �याकरण स�हत दोहराएं l



SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

*write any 10 mobile phone numbers and then write them in words (number name) neatly in A-4 sheet.

*Learn multiplication table upto 20.

*Make different shape using matchstick (Refer pg no 18,19 of the book)and stick on A-4 sheet.

*Draw shapes using cycle values (Refer pg no 26,27of book)Paste on A-4sheet and find out how many

angels are there in each of these shapes.Mark them Do pg no 27on A4sheet

*Make a model of degree clock with the help of cardboard and coloured paper (Refer pg no 31of maths

magic )Measure and write the angle between any four things.

*Draw different yoga posture and draw angle in various posture in A-4Sheet.(Refer pg no 33)

*Measure any four rectangular and square objects of your house and write its length and breadth on

A-4Sheet.

*Practice statement sums based on four basic operations.

*Revise all the work done in the class.

*Note-Do all the work on A-4sheet

SUBJECT: EVS

1. Why did the government made a law against catching and killing of wild
animals. Give reasons.

2. Paste the pictures of animals that are used for entertainment of people.

3. Draw and name some instruments used in a been party?

4. Make a poster on topic- “ SAVE WILD LIFE”.

5. Mark the important national parks and wildlife sanctuaries on Indian
political map.

6. Prepare a list of ten proper and ten improper/unhealthy food and paste
their pictures in the notebook.

7. Discuss to your parents/elders about processed food items. Write 5-6
lines on homemade pickles, sauces etc. (home processed food).



8.Write a slogan and report about endangered animals.

9. Draw a chart of “ Human Digestive System” and label it.

10. Draw a picture of the tongue and label its parts.

11. Make a snake puppet. [ Hint : page no 21 of book]

Note:


